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L e t / be a real function defined on the real line R. The symmetric derivative/^^^(x) 
of/ at X e К is defined to be 
^.^f(x + h)-f(x-h) 
/i-*o 2h 
The Lebesgue measure of a measurable set E will be denoted by m(E). 
For convenience we shall write 
£, ( / ) = {t :f{t) > a} , E%f) = {t :/(«) < a} . 
We introduce the following definitions, which are abstract formulation of those 
considered by ZAHORSKI [14], 
Definitions. For any given xe R 
I. Mo[x] is the family of all non empty F^-sets E such that x is a bilateral point 
of accumulation of E, 
II. Mi [x ] is the family of all non empty F^-sets E such that x is a bilateral point 
of condensation of E, 
III. М 2 И is the family of all non empty F^-sets E such that every unilateral neigh­
bourhood of X intersects F in a set of positive measure, 
IV. Мз[х] is the family of all non empty F^-sets F satisfying the following 
property: 
for every с > 0 there is s{x, c) > 0 such that for any two reals h, h^ satisfying 
/î/îj > 0, hjhi < c, \h + h^\ < e(x, c), the relation 
m{E n J)> 0 
is true, where / is the interval with end points x -{- h and x Л- h -{- h^. 
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It is clear from the above definitions that for any x e R, 
Мз[х] a М 2 И с Mi[x] с Mo[x] . 
For any set F cz R, we write 
M IF] = n M , [ x ] , / = 0 , 1 , 2 , 3 . 
xeF 
V. For any given set F с R, M 4 [ F ] is the family of all non empty F^-sets E 
satisfying the following property: 
there is a sequence of closed sets [E„} and a sequence of numbers {r]„}, 0 < t]„ < 1, 
such that E = [J E„ and that for every с > 0 and any x e F n E„ there is e(x, c) > 0 
such that for any two reals /7, h^ satisfying hhi > 0, /z/Zẑ  < c, \h + hi\ < e(x, c) 
the relation 
m(£ n j) 
m{j) 
> Пп 
is true, where J is the interval with end points x + /i and x Л- h -\- h^. 
It is clear from the above definitions that for any set F с К 
M4[F] c M3[F] cz M2[F] cz Mi [F ] с M O [ F ] . 
Finally, Mf is the family of all non empty F^-sets E such that 
E e M^E] , 0 ^ / ^ 4 . 
VI. For any given x e R, J/i\x] is the family of all functions / such that for 
arbitrary real a < f{x) the set Ej^f) e M,[x] and that for arbitrary real a > f{x) 
the set ЕУ) E M , [ X ] , 0 ^ / ^ 3. 
For any given set F cz R, ^Жi\jF] is the family of all functions / such that for 
arbitrary real a, Ej^f) e Mi[F n F j and E^f) e M^F n F"], 0 ^ i ^ 4. 
It is clear that 
^IF] = n ^ . И , 0 g / ^ 3 
XEF 
and that 
J/^[F] cz J/^[F] . 
Finally, ^^i is the family of all functions / such that for arbitrary real a, F^(/) e M,-, 
F' '(/) 6 Mj-, 0 ^ / ^ 4. ^ will denote the family of all functions / satisfy Denjoy 
property i.e., for any two reals oc, ß {a < ß) the set 
{x:oc< f{x) < ß} 
is either void or is of positive measure [2]. 
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Zahorski [14] proved that Ji^ — Jt^, each of these classes being equal to the 
class of Darboux function of Baire type 1. He also proved that the ordinary deriva­
tive / ' (possibly infinite) of a continuous function / belongs to the class Ji^ and / ' 
belongs to the class J{^ when / ' remains finite a n d / ' belongs to Л^ when / ' remains 
bounded. Also it was known that the derivative/' (possibly infinite) of a continuous 
function/belongs to the class Q) [2,1]. It is found latter that ^ 2 = -^o «̂  ^ [8, Ю], 
(for details see also [6, 12, 13]). In the present work we study the symmetric derivative 
along this directions. Since the symmetric derivative lacks some of the interesting 
properties of the ordinary derivatives, these are not obvious from the known proper­
ties of the ordinary derivatives. It may be mentioned that the Dini derivatives of real 
functions also enjoy under certain conditions, the Zahorski properties [11] and 
Denjoy property [7]. 
Theorem 1. Let f he continuous, f^^^ exist (possibly infinite) and possess Darboux 
property and let f^^^ be finite except enumerable set. Then f^^^e Ji2-
Proof. Let a be arbitrary. We show that £ ^ ( / ^ ^ ^ ) G M 2 . Since / is continuous, 
/^^4s of Baire type 1 and hence £„(/^^^) is an F^-set. Let XQ e E^(p^^) and let ^ > 0 
be arbitrary. Suppose that [XQ, XQ + Ô) n Ej^f^^^) is of measure zero. Then/^ ^^{x) ^ 
^ a for almost all x e [XQ, XQ + S) and hence f{x) — ax is non-increasing in 
(xo, Xo + S) [4 ,5] and so f^^\x) S ос for x e (XQ, XQ + S). Since Xo e £^(/^^^), 
/^^\хо) > ос and since /^^^ has Darboux property, this is a contradiction. So 
[xo, XQ -{- Ö) n Ej^f^^^) is of positive measure and hence £^(/^^^) e M2[xo]. Since 
Xo e £«(/^^0 is arbitrary, Ej^f^^^) e M^. Similarly it can be shown that JE:"(/^^^) G M2. 
Hence/^^^ G e/#2- This completes the proof. 
Since for Darboux functions of Baire type 1, the property Л2 and ^ are equivalent 
[8, 10], we get 
Corollary. / / / is continuous, f^^^ exists and possesses Darboux property and if f^^^ 
is finite except enumerable set, then f^^^ G QJ. 
This is an improvement of a result of [9]. 
Lemma 1. Letf be continuous, f^^"^ exist and be finite and possess Darboux property. 
Then f^^^ possesses mean value property i.e., for any open interval (a, b) there is 
£, e (a, b) such that 
f{b)~f{a) = {b-a)r\^). 
This is proved in [5]. 
Theorem 2. Let f be continuous, f^^^ exist and be finite and possess Darboux 
property. Then f^^^ e ^ з [ ^ ] , where F is the set of points x where f'(x) exists. 
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Proof. Since/̂ ^^ exists and is finite,/' exists almost everywhere [3]. We have to 
show that/^^^ e ^^\x\ for every xeF, Let XQ e E. Let a be such that a < f^^\x^. 
If a = -o) , then Eif^^^) - i?, the whole real line and hence £̂ (/̂ ^̂ ) G Мз[хо]. 
So, we suppose ^oo < a </^^^^o)- Since Xg e F, /'(-Xo) exists and Д^о) = 
= /̂ ^X^o) = ^̂  ây. Choose j^ such that Я < ^ < oo. Since Я = /'(^o). we have 
(1) /(^^ + /,):=/(^^) + /̂t + e,/z 
(2) /(xo + /I 4- /4) = /(xo) + Я(/1 + /lO + e,(/2 + /z,) 
where ê  -̂  0, £2 -> 0 as /1 -> 0 and /1 + /ii -̂  0, respectively. Let с > 0 be arbitrary. 
Suppose /?/ii > 0, ]\\hx < c. Then /i->Oas/z + /îi->0 and hence there is г(хо, с) > 
> О such that 
/o\ I I I I . fk — a ß — X 
whenever |/z + /ÏI| < г(хо, с). So, \ï hh^ > О, /Î/ZÏI < С, |/Î + /7i| < e(xo, c), we have 
from (1), (2) and (З) that 
/ (xo + /2 + /il) - /(-XQ + /?) - Я ^ ^ I I I I й--\&2- ei | + |в2| < 
, , I , . fX - OL ß - X 
< с £2 ~ 1̂ + P2 < rnî ^ I ~̂  -> 
' 1 i ' \̂  2 2 
i.e., 
(4) a < "^-^ < /(^0 + /t + /zO-/(xo + /i) ^ ß^^ ^ 
^ ^ 2 /zi 2 
Let J be the open interval with end points XQ + h and XQ + /z + /zj. Then from 
the above lemma there is rj e J such that 
f(i)U) = / K + /2 + /zi) - / ( X Q 4- h) 
/Zi 
and hence from (4), a < f % ) ; i.e., ц e J n Ej^f^^^). By Theorem 1, f^^eJf^ 
and so, since z/ e E^{f^^^), 
m(/nF,(/(^>))>0. 
Since/̂ ^^ is of Baire type 1, F„(/̂ ^0 is an F -̂set and hence F̂ (/̂ >̂) G Мз[хо]. It 
can similarly be shown that E\f^^^) e Мз[хо] by interchanging a and ß in the above 
argument. Thus /̂ ^̂  G ^З[ХО]. Since XQ G F arbitrary, /̂ ^̂  G ^ 3 [ F ] . 
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Lemma 2. Let f be continuous, ß^^ exist and be bounded and possess Darboux 
property. Let \P^\x)\ S K, К > Q for all x and let f\xo) exist and be finite. Then 
for every a < / ' ( X Q ) , the set E^p^^) satisfies the following property: 
for every с > 0 there is S^XQ, C) > 0 such that for all /i, h^ satisfying hh^ > 0, 
hjh^ < с and \h + h^\ < E(XQ, C), we have 
(i) <LnMtl > min fi '̂(̂ «̂  " ^ 
m{J) \2 2{K + \(x\)J 
And for every a > / ' (XQ) then set E\f^^^) satisfies {under same condition) 
(n) —5̂  ^—^ > min - , ^ - ^ 
m{J) \2 ' 2{K + |a|)^ 
where J is the interval with end points XQ + h and XQ + h 4- h^. 
Proof. We shall prove the first part of the theorem. The proof of the second part 
is similar. If — oo ^ a < — A:, then ЕД/^^^) n J = J and (i) is clear. So we suppose 
that a is finite. We may assume a = 0. For, if a ф 0 we are to consider the function 
/ (x ) — ax instead of / (x) . Put Я = /'(-^o)- Then Я > 0. Let с > 0 be arbitrary. 
Then as in Theorem 2, there exists £(xo, c) > 0 such that for all h, h^ satifying 
hhi > 0, hjhi < c, and \h + /?i| < e(xo, c), we have 
(1) Q ^ ^ ^ / ( ^ 0 + /̂  + lh)-f{Xo + h) ^ 
2 h^ 
Let J denote the interval with end points XQ -{- h, XQ + h + h^. Under the hypo-
theses/ ' exists almost every in J [3]. Let JQ = [x : x e J\f'{x) exists}. Then m[J) = 
= m(Jo). If 
^.w-4/(x + ^)-/(4 
then the sequence [(p„[x)} converges everywhere in JQ to / ' (x) . So by Lemma 1, 
/(^> satisfies mean value property 
\(p^(x)\ = | / ^ " ( 0 | й к for all n and all x . 




Since / is continuous 
(3) lim Г ц>„{х) àx = ( _ ГД^о + /) + / ! , ) - Дхо + /i) if /Il > О 
1/(^0 + h) - f(xo + h + h,) if h,<0 
Hence from (2) and (3) 
(4) Ы {f^^^ + h + h,) - f{xo + h)} =^ 
Г / ' (x ) dx = f f^\x) dx ^ /Cw(J n £o(/*")) • 
' Jo J ^ 
Hence from (l) and (4) 
^ ^ ^ ^ m ( J n £ o ( / ^ ^ > ) ) 
2K m(J) 
This completes the proof. 
Theorem 3. Let f be continuous, f^^^ exist and be bounded and possess Darboux 
property. Then f^^^ e M^\JF^ where F is the set of points x where f'{x) exists. 
Proof. Let a be arbitrary. We shall show that EXf^^)eM^[FnEj^f^^^)]. If 
a = + 00 this follows immediately. So, we suppose — GO < a < + oo. Let i^ be a posi-
tive number such that К > ^ — |a| and |/^^X-^)| = ^ ^^^ ^^^ ̂ - Now 
EXm = {̂  : / * ' ' W > «} = и и :/<'>(x) > « + 4 • 
Since/^^^ is of Baire type 1, the set {x :f^^\x) > a + l/n} is an F^-set for each n 
and so there is a sequence of closed sets {E^„} such that 
( n) m=l 
Hence 
mn ' 
и = 1 m = 1 
Set !/„„, = l/2n(X + |a|) for all m, n. Then if XQE F n E^„, we have/'(xo) > oc + Ijn 
and hence from Lemma 2, we see that for every с > 0 there is S(XQ, C) > 0 such that 
for all h, h^ satisfying hh^ > 0, hjh^ < c, and \h + h^\ < s(xo, c), we have 
,^. m ( J n £ , ( / ( " ) ) / ' ( x o ) - a ^ 1 
^ ^ m(j) 2(A: + |a|) 2n{K + |a|) """ 
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where J is the interval with end points XQ + h and XQ -\- h Л- h^. Writing the double 
sequences {E^^ and {̂ /̂ „} in terms of simple sequences, we obtain a sequence of 
closed sets {£„} and a sequence of numbers {?/,,}, 0 < ?7„ < 1, and these, together 
with relation (l) show that Ej^f^^^) e M^[F n E^{f^^)]. Similarly E%f^^) e 
e M^[F n E\f^^)]. Hence f^^ e Ji^\F\ 
From Theorems 2 and 3 it is seen that if the set F is the whole real hne R, i.e., 
when / ' exists everywhere then f G Ji^ß?[ and if, more over, f is bounded then 
f eJi^FÎ\. But from the definition it follows that Ji^\R\ = J4^ and J4^R\ = 
= ^4,. Hence the following result of Zahorski [14] is clear from Theorems 2 and 3. 
Corollary. Ä finite derivative f e Jf^ cifid a bounded derivative f e Ji^. 
I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Dr. S. N. MUKHOPADHYAY for his kind 
help and suggestions in the preparation of the paper. 
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